Per Dunes City Ordinance No. 228, The Following Is A List of Licensed Septic Inspectors.

- **Chuck’s Plumbing, Inc.** (DEQ License #38281 as installer)
  PO Box 2929
  Florence, OR 97439
  541-997-7567

- **Leisure Excavating Inc.** (DEQ License #37943 as Installer)
  4525 Hwy 101
  Florence, OR 97439
  541-997-6300

- **Oregon Water Services, Inc.** (DEQ License #38397 as Installer)
  30086 Federal Way
  Eugene, OR 97402
  541-997-9027

- **Ray E. Wells, Inc.** (DEQ License #37263 as Installer)
  PO Box 3467
  Florence, OR 97439
  541-997-2054

- **Royal Flush Environmental Services, Inc.** (DEQ License #37035 Installer/Pumper)
  PO Box 67
  Creswell, OR 97426
  541-729-7221
  (NAWT Cert. No. ITC104982010)
  (NAWT Cert. No. 113506IC)

- **Wally’s Septic Tank Pumping** (DEQ License #38409 as pumper)
  PO Box 237
  Florence, OR 97439
  541-997-8885
  (NAWT Cert. No. ITC104982010)
  (NAWT Cert. No. 113506IC)

- **Best Septic Tank Pumping** (DEQ I.D. #1783 Installer)
  **Sir Fox Only**
  PO Box 40606
  Eugene, OR 97404
  541-484-0844
  West Lane Plumbing
  PO Box 2236
  Florence, OR 97439
  541-997-2421
  (DEQ I.D. #38936 Installer)

Regarding Septic and Water Related Questions, Contact:
Dunes City Office at 541-997-3338

The above listed businesses / inspectors are DEQ certified and meet Dunes City's septic inspector criteria. The City does not guarantee the accuracy of information provided on this page and information is subject to change without notice or posting. The City disclaims any responsibility for typographical errors and accuracy of the information. Every effort has been made to offer the most current, correct, and clearly expressed information possible. Revised March 15, 2017
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